Stress accumulation and increased seismic risk in eastern Turkey
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Abstract

Unlike the North Anatolian fault zone, which has produced 11 large earthquakes since 1939, the East Anatolian fault zone (EAFZ) has been relatively quiescent in the last century when compared to historical records and has therefore accumulated significant stresses along its length. Determination of the location and likely magnitude of a future probable earthquake along the EAFZ is of interest both because of this history of large earthquakes, (M ≈ 8), and the density of population in the area. Here we calculate stress evolution along the fault zone due to both seismic and tectonic loading since 1822. A sequence of 10 well constrained historical earthquakes is selected and the resulting stresses are calculated, summed with tectonic loading stresses and resolved onto the mapped active faults. We identify two areas of particular seismic risk, one of which might be expected to yield a large event. Our results are sensitive to the previous history of large earthquakes in the region and indicate a need for detailed investigations to constrain the exact rupture geometries of previous earthquakes on these segments. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many recent studies [1–6] have shown that earthquakes produce stress perturbations in the crust which can significantly advance or retard events on neighbouring faults. It has become clear that the modelling of these co-seismic stress increases, together with the inter-seismic stress loading due to tectonic plate motions, can provide useful information on the state of stress on faults in a given region and can help in the elucidation of temporal variations of seismic hazard. Both Stein et al. [5] and Nalbant et al. [6], in 1997 and 1998 respectively, for example, identified the Izmit Bay area in western Turkey as being of particularly high risk. This area suffered a devastating magnitude $M_w = 7.4$ earthquake in 1999.
Following this earthquake, Barka [7] noted increased loading on fault segments at either end of the rupture; the Bolu-Duzce segment failed 3 months later in an $M_w = 7.1$ event. Here we use the Coulomb stress modelling technique [1] to calculate stress evolution along the East Anatolian fault zone (EAFZ) due to both seismic and tectonic loading and try to identify regions that are significantly advanced toward failure.

The EAFZ forms a 580 km left-lateral strike-slip transform boundary between the northward moving Arabian Plate and westward moving Anatolian Block (Fig. 1). Translation rates of these plates are well constrained by global positioning system measurements throughout the region [10,11] and the 18–25 mm/yr northward movement of the Arabian Plate results in a 9 ± 1 mm/yr left-lateral movement along the EAFZ [11]. Since the beginning of the 19th century, all the large events in the area have been well recorded in both location and magnitude and correspond to mapped active faults [9,12,13] (Fig. 1). For earlier earthquakes, however, it is generally impossible to ascertain either epicentres or magnitudes with confidence and we have, therefore, selected a sequence of 10 consecutive historical earthquakes, the first of which occurred in 1822, for our Coulomb modelling. The rupture parameters of these events are given in Table 1.

### 2. Materials and methods

To calculate stresses, we simulate faults as dislocation surfaces in an elastic half space and calculate stress perturbations due to slip on them using a three-dimensional (3D) boundary element technique [15]. A change in Coulomb stress ($\Delta \sigma$) is given by:

$$\Delta \sigma = \Delta \tau + \mu' \Delta \sigma_n$$

where $\Delta \tau$ and $\Delta \sigma_n$ are the changes in shear and normal stress on the fault planes of interest and $\mu'$ is the apparent friction coefficient. Although the average value of the coefficient of friction under laboratory conditions is generally between 0.6 and 0.8, it appears, based on aftershock distribution studies [16–18], that $\mu'$ can be as low as 0.0–0.3 in reality. This implies significant influence of fluids in real fault zones. Here we chose $\mu' = 0.4$ although our calculations are not sensitive to this value.

Since the actual geometry of active faults in the EAFZ is known, we digitise the active faults and resolve the 3D stress perturbation tensors resulting from previous earthquakes onto these digitised segments with full regard to their actual 3D orientations and slip directions in order to map Coulomb stress changes. The calculations were performed at a 2 km spacing along the segments at a depth of 6.5 km.

To include the effect of tectonic loading due to steady movement of the lower crust, we follow an approach used by many authors including [3,5,15]. The observed slip rate of 9 mm/yr [11] is applied to a boundary located at depths from 19 to 100 km vertically below the active faults. The slip is then tapered to 3 mm/yr at 13 km depth to reduce edge effects. This procedure yields
the stress increment per year due to tectonic loading for every fault segment. The inter-seismic Coulomb stress change per year is calculated at 6.5 km depth, which is approximately half the depth of the seismogenic layer, and multiplied by the number of years in the time period of interest; this change is then added to the co-seismic Coulomb stress change due to earthquakes in the same period. Each point on a given structure is coloured depending on its actual stress change including both the co-seismic and inter-seismic stress accumulation.

Note that in this paper we make no distinction between slow secular stress changes (approximately 0.056 bar/yr) and rapid co-seismic changes (often bars to 10s of bars). Although a number of authors (e.g. [19,20]) have argued that such co-seismic perturbations have a highly amplified effect on short-term earthquake probabilities, any such effects would be transient and hence not relevant at the time-scales considered here.

3. Results

Figs. 2 and 3 show the stress evolution along the EAFZ since 1822; Fig. 2 contains series of snapshots while Fig. 3 illustrates the time history of the evolving stress. In each panel of Fig. 2, fault segments which have already failed are outlined with broken lines and those which have yet to fail are outlined with solid lines.

The Coulomb stress perturbation resulting from the 1822 and 1866 earthquakes is shown in Fig. 2a. Note that the 1822 event causes a stress increase ranging from 1.6 bar in the south to 2.1 bar in the north along the future 1872 fault segment. There is no significant seismic loading of the segments between Elazig (E) and Bingöl (B) region (EB region) during this period. However, the 1822 event increased stress in the KM region between Kahraman Maras (K) and Malatya (M) by as much as 8 bar at its southern end. The 1866 events increased stress by more than 11 bar on the 1971 fault plane. This state of stress is represented by the black line in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2b shows the same scenario with the addition of tectonic loading for the interval 1822–1872. The 1971 segment gains an extra 2.9 bar of stress and the KM segment gains 2.7 bar. During the same time the EB segment accumulates a total of 3.4 bar (Fig. 3, purple curve).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Epicentre (°)</th>
<th>Magnitude ($M_s$)</th>
<th>Fault Length (km)</th>
<th>Slip (cm)</th>
<th>Earthquake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1822, Aug. 13</td>
<td>36.7–39.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>140©</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1866, May 12</td>
<td>39.2–41.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>424.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1872, Apr. 3</td>
<td>36.4–36.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>313.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1874, May 3</td>
<td>38.5–39.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>177.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1875, Mar. 27</td>
<td>38.5–39.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>181.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1893, Mar. 2</td>
<td>38.0–38.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>267.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1905, Dec. 4</td>
<td>38.1–38.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>252.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1949, Aug. 17</td>
<td>39.6–40.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>−178.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1966, Aug. 19</td>
<td>39.2–41.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>−160.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1971, May 22</td>
<td>38.9–40.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Epicentres, magnitudes and observed fault lengths are from [9,13]. In cases of lack of observation and information for fault length and slip values, empirical relations of [13], estimated for the Anatolian earthquakes, are used to calculate fault length ($L$km), log($L$) = $−4.09+0.82M_s$ where $M_s$, surface wave magnitude. The moment ($M_o$ in Nm) is then given by log($M_o$) = $9.0+1.5M_s$ and the slip ($u/m$) is calculated by $u = M_o/(LWG)$ [14] where $W$ is the down-dip width (km), and $G$ is the shear modulus (here $3.0 \times 10^{10}$ N/m$^2$).

a If the slip value is negative, the rupture is right-lateral, otherwise it is left-lateral.

b If the dip slip value is negative, the movement is normal, otherwise it is thrust.

c Although the fault length given in the literature [13] is 200 km, we chose 140 km which is more consistent with both the known active faults in the area and with the empirical relationships given in [13].
The stress state immediately before the 1875 event is shown in Figs. 2c and 3 (yellow curve). The stress load due to the secular movement has reached about 3 bar along the main branch of the EAFZ and the 1875 segment has accumulated up to 10 bar of stress. In addition, the north-east section of the 1905 fault has received about 0.8 bar of positive stress change from the 1874 event. Stress in the EB region has now increased by up to 7.8 bar since 1822. Note that despite the absence of significant loading from the sequence modelled here, the area north of the KM region failed in 1893.

Figs. 2d and 3 (blue curve) illustrate the stress situation immediately before the 1905 earthquake. Secular stress loading along the 1905 fault plane has reached about 5.8 bar. The 1893 earthquake has also transferred some 8.1 bar to the 1905 segment. The stress level in the KM region to the south-west of the 1893 earthquake has reached...
17 bar and that to the south of the EB region has reached nearly 10 bar.

The total stress accumulation prior to the 1971 event is shown in Figs. 2e and 3 (green curve). Stresses during this period have reached about 18 bar in the region of the 1971 fault plane. Notice that the average stress in the KM region is now greater than 10 bar and is significantly higher at both ends due to the influence of the 1822 and 1893 earthquakes. The stress in the EB region has now reached a maximum of 13.8 bar near Elazig (E).

Figs. 2f and 3 (red curve) illustrate the present-day stress situations including both seismic and tectonic stress perturbations since 1822. Stress levels are generally low with two striking exceptions; Coulomb stress in the KM region now ranges from 12.4 bar in the centre of the area to >20 bar at the NE end while the stress levels in the EB region range from 13.2 in the north to 16.3 near Elazig. A rupture initiating in either area of high stress might be expected to propagate along the entire segment due to significant prior loading in the region and to dynamic stress concentrations which arise at rupture fronts overcoming locally strong (or under-stressed) patches on the fault [21].

4. Discussion

Our modelling unambiguously identifies two regions of the EAFZ which have been significantly loaded in the past 200 yr or so (Figs. 2f and 3) and which might produce the next large earthquake in the area. These are (a) the KM region, which extends between the cities of Kahraman Maras and Malatya and which has accumulated in excess of 20 bar of Coulomb stress locally, and (b) the EB region between the cities of Elazig and Bingöl which has accumulated over 15 bar during the study period. What are the seismic histories in these areas and what, if anything, can be inferred about the potential hazard?

Very little is known about previous activity on the EB region and, indeed, it is not clear whether it contains a through-going structure capable of producing a large earthquake. We cannot, therefore, infer anything about the seismic outlook here. The KM region, by contrast, is cut by a continuous fault segment which, were it to fail in one event, might produce a great earthquake ($M_w \geq 7.3$).

The KM region also has a history of large earthquakes that are consistent with having occurred on this fault segment. In 1114 a very large
earthquake occurred somewhere in the area whose magnitude is thought to be \( \approx 7.8 \) [13]. Another large event occurred in 1513 and caused extensive damage in the cities of Tarsus and Malatya and is thought to have been felt as far away as Egypt [1]. Based on the distribution and intensity of damage it is believed to have been of a magnitude \( \approx 7.4 \) [1]. These events, which are clearly important in the stressing history of the area, could not be included in our stress calculations since their locations and magnitudes are not sufficiently constrained. If, however, they did occur on the KM region they would have had a significant effect on our results. Indeed, some details of our results tend to support this possibility.

Colours representing stresses in Fig. 2 and the stress change curves in Fig. 3 assume that the crust was uniformly unstressed in 1822. This was clearly not the case and the EAFZ would have been subject to a strongly heterogeneous stress field at that time due to previous cycles of earthquake activity. The anomalously low stress increase (given the 1822 baseline) which activated the 1893 event (Fig. 4a) suggests that this area was already advanced towards failure prior to 1822. If we assume that the great earthquake of 1513 occurred on the KM region, assign a reasonable slip distribution to it and recalculate the stress on the 1893 segment, its stress is significantly increased (Fig. 4b) prior to failure and its anomalous occurrence is explained.

5. Conclusions

Our results show that, in the majority of cases, the order of events in the sequence can be explained by advance-to-failure due to stress interactions with preceding events. These results are consistent with earlier studies, most notably those on the North Anatolian fault zone [5,6]. Of more general interest, however, the stress modelling presented in this paper clearly indicates a build-up of stress in the KM region of the EAFZ. This fact together with the history of large earthquakes whose locations are consistent with activity on the KM region, force us to conclude then that: firstly, the KM region is the most likely location of the next damaging earthquake on the EAFZ and, secondly, it is likely to produce a very large \( (M_w \approx 7.3) \) event.

If these conclusions are to be further substantiated, it is imperative that we obtain more detailed information on the history of seismicity on the KM region. Previous great events here would almost certainly have produced surface ruptures which might be exposed by palaeoseismology in which active faults are excavated by trenching and ancient ruptures dated using radiometric techniques [22]. We, therefore, strongly recommend that a detailed palaeoseismological investigation should be carried out as a matter of urgency with the aims of location and quantification of the precise geometry of the 1114 and 1513 ruptures.
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